
Chapter 293 

Congcong's mother is going crazy! She was still talking and laughing with her husband. When she saw 

her son's hand, she kept vomiting, like a female wolf, "my Congcong! My Congcong! What's the matter? 

What's the matter? " Tied up hair instantly became a shawl! 

 

"Son! Give it to me! " The father of the child took the child from his father-in-law's arms. Attitude, what 

attitude do you talk about! The couple's world collapsed directly. Looking at the bleeding wrist, 

congcongcong's father burst into tears. 

 

Tears wanton, but dare not cry out, "Bao! Treasure! Dad, dad is coming, dad is coming! " 

 

Frontier people are enthusiastic and enthusiastic. There are few people who want others to die. The 

relationship between colleagues is still very harmonious. A colleague drove his private car directly to the 

place where they stood. 

 

 

"Come on, get in the car!" At this time, only to save the children, how can you care about the car that 

usually needs to be wiped with some mud and water! 

 

 

"Don't worry, there's still something to save." The co pilot is sitting with another colleague. He is making 

this call and reporting the situation to the person at the other end of the phone. 

 

 

The rural power station is not annual because it relates to the agricultural points in the whole tea plant 

area, but there are definitely employees injured by improper operation or accidental electric shock 

every two or three years. They are already very skilled in the first aid process. 

 

 

The co pilot's colleague is calling the traffic police center. It's useless to call 120 at this time. The road is 

blocked and 120 can't fly over. Now I can only turn to the police! Call the traffic police and then call the 

120 center. 

 

We usually have the same sense of the police, either serious and scary, or serious business. There is little 

warmth. There is no way. In special industries, if it is too warm, the deterrent power will decline. 

 

 

However, in such a case, the police are really the guardians of ordinary people. Traffic police center, the 

operator immediately reported the alarm to the superior! 

 

In front of the big screen monitoring the traffic of the whole city, the director picked up the microphone 



and said seriously, "attention of all units, attention of all units, I'm the headquarters, I'm the 

headquarters. Now there is a white modern car with license plate No. FD 325 near rainforest street. It 

drives from east to west to the hand and foot hospital. There is a child with broken wrist on the car. 

Now I order traffic control. Manually command the traffic at each intersection from east to west. We 

must ensure that the road from rainforest street to hand and foot hospital is unblocked. The mounted 

police please contact relevant vehicles immediately, And escort the whole journey! Make sure the child 

can reach the hospital as quickly as possible, I repeat. " 

 

"Copy that!" 

 

"Copy that!" 

 

"Copy that!" 

 

The street after work, suddenly, the intersections leading to the hand and foot hospital suddenly 

became manual command. Whistles were heard everywhere, and vehicles at relevant intersections 

were restricted. 

 

"Shit, that leader came to inspect again! These goods licking hooks, MD, don't the people in the capital 

go out! " The drivers who are restricted have been scolded by some impatient people! 

 

 

Congcong's car has just entered the road. Four mounted policemen have come from a distance and 

don't get off. Instead, a leading mounted policeman comes to explore“ Is there a child injured? " 

 

"Yes, yes!" The co pilot's colleague said excitedly. He didn't expect the police to come so quickly. 

 

 

"OK, follow us! Let's go. " With that, the mounted police said to the walkie talkie on his shoulder: 

"determine the vehicle, determine the vehicle, pull up the alarm, ensure that the road is smooth and 

pass at full speed!" 

 

The police lights and sirens were everywhere. The mounted police quickly passed through each 

intersection. The driver subconsciously looked at the car dial. The speed was up to 100. 

 

In the car, only a few minutes later, congcongcong's mother is like a withered lily. She is suddenly old 

and tightly holds the bottle with small hands in her arms. Congcong's father's beard is stained with tears, 

but his eyes are firm and tightly holds the child in his arms. 

 

The severe pain has made Congcong a little twitch, strong stimulation, shock and a lot of blood loss. 

After vomiting, the child has been depressed and has been in a comatose state. 

 

In the taxi behind the car, congcongcong's grandparents have a dead heart, trembling lips, trembling 



hands and bloody faces. At this time, they really want to cry without tears. 

 

Wrong? Whose fault? Really, the responsibility of looking after children is great! It's too big! 

 

The brotherhood hospital has entered the Batu era. After years of prison experience, the old officials 

have more sophisticated means of life. After entering the hospital, various soft advertisements kept 

appearing in newspapers, radios and local TV stations. 

 

The police station under the jurisdiction directly hung a blue sign for the hand and foot hospital, "police 

station office station"! The people on the street don't bother the hospital. 

 

The hospital of traditional Chinese medicine watched the city hospital set up a micro orthopedic 

department. They also sent doctors to study in big cities, and then set up a micro orthopedic 

department according to the model. 

 

Zhang Fan has trained several surgeons, which are not comparable to the doctors they have just studied 

for a few days. In addition, the cow forced Batu, not to mention the traditional Chinese medicine 

hospital, even the micro orthopedics department of the municipal hospital let the hand and foot 

hospital beat no birds. 

 

Chen Qi is also happy that there is no patient with hand and foot trauma. Without the patient with hand 

and foot trauma, he can collect other orthopedic patients openly! Despise the chain. 

 

Hand and foot hospital, already has a name in the tea vegetable city hospital group! 

 

Just after work, Zhang Fan stood in front of the car and hesitated whether to drive or walk home. At this 

point, driving home is really not as fast as walking. 

 

Just as Zhang Fan was struggling, Lao Chen called: "master, there is a child with broken wrists. He is 

already on his way to the hospital." 

 

"OK, I'll come right away!" It was impossible to drive. Zhang Fan ran out of the hospital. They saw the 

dark blockage and numb scalp. What should I do? Cold! 

 

This is the only way to run. Run to the front and talk about it where there is no blockage! 

 

"To you?" Just as Zhang Fan threw off his pace and ran rapidly, Lv Shu, a gynecologist, watched Zhang 

Fan run curiously with a small motorcycle. 

 

"There's an emergency. Come on, take me to the hand and foot hospital!" Gasping for breath, Zhang Fan 

jumped onto LV Shuyan's scooter without saying a word. 

 

The little motorcycle was pressed and suddenly sank a lot. With an orange helmet, slim jeans and small 

cotton brown boots, Dr. Lu has the heroic posture of a female rider. 



 

"Sit down and hold on." LV Shuyan didn't say much either. She directly refueled and accelerated. She 

shuttled through the road like a small fish. 

 

The speed was fast. A pedestrian suddenly ran past in front of the car. LV Shuyan slammed the brake. 

Zhang Fan, who was originally holding the rear of the car, was pushed forward by inertia. He was 

overwhelmed. His hands caught him in an inexplicable place~ 

 

It seems a little soft! 

 

LV Shuyan said shyly, "sit down!" Then continue to drive fast! 

 

Police sirens were everywhere. Congcong's car followed four open mounted police like electric switches 

and passed one intersection after another smoothly! 

 

"This leader doesn't take the Volkswagen now! Did you take the stick car instead? Grounding gas! " 

Some people on the roadside stood beside the traffic police who controlled the traffic and deliberately 

said laipi words. 

 

Anyway, he didn't drive or ride a motorcycle. He doesn't have to be afraid! It's also fun to block others in 

boredom. The policewoman controlling the traffic turned her head and looked at it, but she didn't 

speak. 

 

That's what you don't understand. No matter what, this country has been moving forward! It's not that 

you can be erased by talking nonsense! 

 

come on. 

 


